
GBI director, lab workers aim at cutting down crime lab backlog 

There are more than 36,000 items considered backlogged in state crime labs. That is evidence that is in 

the lab 30 days without being tested. The good news is - backlog decreased by almost 200 items in the 

last month. 

 

ISP Debuts Crime Lab Tracking Tool 

Victims of sexual assault and rape now have a better way of receiving updates on their case. After a 

victim has been to a hospital and completed a sexual assault screening they will now have a way to 

electronically track if their rape kit has been processed. 

 

DNA testing leads to arrest in 2018 vehicle theft 

Crime Scene Investigation detectives were able to collect physical evidence from both vehicles, including 

items to submit to the North Carolina State Crime Lab for DNA testing, and officials from the State Lab 

identified Calvin Roman as a suspect in both cases. 

 

Fresh look at evidence, discarded cigarette butt lead to arrest in 1993 cold case attack 

As a last-ditch effort, Bailey reached out to AdvanceDNA, a private forensic genealogy company that 

utilizes family tree DNA databases to assist law enforcement. 

 

Governor JB Pritzker creates task force to tackle DNA processing backlog 

"I really think this is going to solve a big problem that we have, and that's lack of communication 

between these different agencies," State Sen. Van Pelt said. "When communication is not clear, people 

don't know what to do, what's most important, but now with all these parties around the table and 

having to produce a report to show what they need to do in order to move these cases out of backlog 

sooner." 

 

 

Kentucky launches training program aimed at helping sexual assault victims 

In early 2019, Gov. Matt Bevin signed a bill — Senate Bill 97 — that says a tracking system must be in 

place by July 1, 2020, allowing victims of sexual assault to track their kits as they make their way through 

the testing system. 

 

Defense: Medical examiner's findings don't measure up in Effingham shooting death 

“It was all done reliably and is backed by (scientific) reference material and her experience of over 20 

years,” Blair said. The prosecutor argued that the opinion can be contested at trial during cross 

examination and that it should be admissible. 

 

Boise man sentenced to 25 years after police solve 2 cold case murders from 1990s 

Miller was arrested after DNA evidence linked him to the scenes of both Hickey’s and Barratt’s murders. 

Boise police were able to obtain a sample of Miller’s DNA on Feb. 1, 2018, from a cigarette butt, 

according to a statement of probable cause. Miller’s DNA was submitted to the Idaho State Crime Lab 

and was found to match the DNA at both scenes. 
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36-year-old rape solved by DNA after victim urges detectives to reopen case 

The new look at the cold rape case came at the urging of the victim, according to the Sun-Sentinel in 

Fort Lauderdale. The woman, whose name was not released, is expected to testify at his trial. 

Police officials said the woman awoke around 6 a.m. Aug. 22, 1983, to find an armed intruder in her 

bedroom. The man, described at the time as a young, slender white man, got in through a rear door. 

 
Livingston Co. Prosecutor Explains Decision To No Longer Prosecute Misdemeanor Marijuana Possession Cases 

"Both marijuana and Hemp are cannabis sativa plants, and once processed are physically 

indistinguishable. Without scientific methodology, the State would be unable to meet its burden to 

prove beyond a reasonable doubt, the hemp/marijuana distinction in each misdemeanor possession 

case." 

 

Georgia takes a different approach from NC to smokable hemp 

Some local agencies created a buzz recently when they said they would dismiss misdemeanor cases or 

no longer charge people for small amounts of pot, citing their inability to distinguish the difference 

between marijuana and now-legal hemp. 

 

Ashland lab finds no painkiller in animal's scales 

To test unsubstantiated reports circulating in Asia that a rare mammal known as a pangolin has scales 

with medicinal properties — they supposedly contain a painkiller known as tramadol — the National 

Fish & Wildlife Forensics Laboratory in Ashland recently completed extensive tests using new scientific 

methods. 

 
Noem, Administration officials urge lawmakers to consider extensive questions surrounding industrial hemp 

“When it comes to industrial hemp, we still have more questions than we have answers,” said Governor 

Kristi Noem. “Other states are struggling to implement their industrial hemp laws. As leaders, we must 

have answers to how any new law will be implemented effectively and how it will impact our state.” 

 

Suspect in Quincy rape case held without bail 

McCauley said advances in DNA crime lab technology and techniques made it possible for police to 

determine that Keith, more than 20 years after the rapes, was the man they were looking for. 

 

Product News: STRmix forensic software to be used in universities 

The universities include: California State University, Sacramento; Eastern Kentucky University; George 

Washington University (GWU); and Marshall University (Graduate Program). They join two other 

universities, both in Canada, with STRmix™ in North America. Of interest, GWU plan to use STRmix™ in 

teaching a class in which students will be performing an internal validation of STRmix™ that will be the 

essential core of the class.   
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Forensic DNA experts to gather for 30th International Symposium on Human Identification (ISHI) Sept. 

23-26 in Palm Springs 

The 30th International Symposium on Human Identification (ISHI), the world’s largest annual meeting 

focusing entirely on DNA forensics, will draw nearly 1000 law enforcement professionals and scientists 

to Palm Springs, CA next month to collaborate on the newest forensic technologies and industry trends. 

Workshops and presentations will cover current issues in forensic DNA analysis including legislative 

updates, rapid DNA technology, prosecution of cold case sex crimes, genetic genealogy and more. 

 

Eurofins Scientific: Cyber-attack leads to backlog of 20,000 forensic samples 

The "overwhelming majority" of cases - which include specimens from suspects and evidence from 

crime scenes - will be cleared within two months, the police body added. 

 

State forensics lab, medical examiner moving facilities from downtown to Mechanicsville 

The Virginia Department of Forensic Science is buying 24.8 acres in Hanover County to build a new 

facility for the Central Forensic Laboratory and Office of the Chief Medical Examiner. 

In a release on Tuesday, the department announced that it expected to close on the property, located 

off Times-Dispatch Boulevard in Mechanicsville, later this year. 

 

Grants to support digital forensics operations 

Whether your law enforcement agency is currently operating a digital forensics lab or establishing a 

unit, you need the right equipment, software and other technology to properly extract, analyze and 

report on the data. These tools can be expensive and challenging to acquire with limited agency 

budgets. Fortunately, federal, state or private grant funding may be a great option to cover the cost of a 

police department's digital forensics tools. 

 

LPD prosecutes suspects with the aid of ballistics network 

The LPD announced Friday in a release that the prosecution of the three suspects came from the new 

system implemented in the first quarter of the year. NIBIN stands for National Integrated Ballistic 

Information Network. It is a specialized computer network which collects images of pieces of ballistic 

evidence. It is the lone network of its kind operating in the United States. 

 

McCraney defense looks into police gun records from 1999 

Attorneys David Harrison and Andrew Scarborough filed a motion Thursday requesting the names of 

each Ozark police officer who “owned or were issued an in-service 9mm or .380 pistol” in 1999 as well 

as all the ballistic reports on the weapons. 
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